[Acute responses on lipid profile by practicing cycling].
it has been demonstrated an association between the increase in physical activity and improvements in the lipid profile. to evaluate changes in the serum lipids caused by spinning practice. nine men and twelve women were studied, they underwent to an initial evaluation that included a treadmill effort test, in order to establish the physical fitness level. With the purpose of determine the lipids change, a blood sample was obtained before and after a typical spinning session. The design was prospective, experimental, longitudinal and comparative study. Student's t-test and regression model were used to determine the changes in the lipids concentrations, and its relation with the physical fitness level. A p value < or = 0.05 was required for statistical significance. lipids increase concentrations were observed (p < 0.05), except at triglycerides in men, in which it had a decrease. It was statistically significant relation between the physical fitness level and the percentage of high-density lipoproteins variation (r = 0.44, p = 0.046). the percentage of high-density lipoproteins variation was greater when the values of VO(2)max were higher. At greater level of medical fitness greater positive answer in this lipoproteins. In the case of the rest serum lipids, it was not observed relation between the level of medical fitness and the percentage of variation due to the execution of the spinning session.